Resonance parameters are also calculated below thresholds of (Hp − ) n=2-4 .
Introduction
The hyperspherical close-coupling (HSCC) method is a powerful tool for studying bound states and scattering states for three-body systems [1] . The HSCC method has been extended to general three-body systems such as e ± -atom collisions [2, 3] , ion-atom collisions [4, 5, 6] , muon-transfer [7, 8, 9] , three-body recombination [12, 13] , reactive scattering [10, 11] , and nucleon systems [14] , with no restrictions on the masses of the particles. Notable advantages of the HSCC method are that i) the convergence with respect to the basis set is generally fast for low energy collisions, since the basis, adiabatic channel functions, is obtained by diagonalizing the adiabatic Hamiltonian including all interactions among particles; ii) the adiabatic potential curves give useful information about resonances and couplings among the channels; and iii) non-local potentials are completely absent in the scattering equations even for systems in which rearrangement channels must be considered. We have applied the HSCC method to three-body systems consisting of a nucleus Z(= 1, 2, 3) and muonic hydrogen in order to calculate cross sections for muon transfer [15, 16] and spin-flip process [17, 18] . Recent progress in experimental techniques to produce slow antiproton (p − ) beams opens up new research possibilities in a range of fields, including atomic physics and nuclear physics [19] . In applying HSCC to muonic hydrogen targets, we consider p − collisions with muonic hydrogen in the ground state, Muon atomic units (m.a.u), where the muon mass (m μ = 206.769m e ) is set to unity, andh = e = 1 are used throughout this paper unless otherwise stated.
HSCC calculation
The internal motion of three particles is described by the hyperradius ρ and five angular variables Ω in hyperspherical coordinates. In the HSCC method [15] , the scattering wave function is expanded by the product of the radial function F i (ρ) and the adiabatic channel functions ϕ i (ρ, Ω) as
for each partial-wave J and parity Π. Inserting this expansion into the Schrödinger equation, we obtain coupled differential equations for {F i }:
where U i (ρ) is the adiabatic potential associated with ϕ i , E is the total energy, and W ij (ρ) represents non-adiabatic coupling. The mass parameter M is taken to be the reduced mass of (Hp − ). W ij is sharply peaked around the avoided crossing of the adiabatic potentials. A slight modification is made to solve the coupled equations for computational convenience, namely a hybrid expansion of the adiabatic and diabatic channel functions is adopted [15] . Since the system is an arrangement of a charged particle and a hydrogenic atom in the asymptotic region, the dipole representation [22] is appropriate for channels in the Jacobi coordinates. The wave function in Eq. (1) is matched with the scattering boundary conditions in the Jacobi coordinates at sufficiently large hyperradius, ρ M , to extract the scattering matrix. The cross sections are stable to within a few % for ρ M > 400.
Results
Hesse et al. [21] 
The potential curves are similar among the three isotope systems. The orders of the asymptotic energies are (Hp [20, 21] . Figure 4 shows the cross sections for basis set B for collision energies near the (Hp − ) n=3 thresholds and below the (Hp − ) n=4 thresholds. The (Hp − ) n=3 formation cross section is finite at the threshold owing to the degeneracy of (Hp − ) atoms [22, 23] .
The overall energy-dependencies are similar for the three collision systems. Resonance structures appear below the thresholds. Above the (Hp − ) n=3 thresholds, the formation cross sections for (Hp − ) n=3 increase above those for (Hp − ) n=2 .
In Fig. 5 
Resonances
In the asymptotic region, the present systems take the arrangements p − + (Hμ − ) n and μ − + (Hp − ) n , namely, a charged particle and a neutral hydrogenic atom at a large distance (R). The polarization potential, which decays as 1/R 4 , works between a charged particle and a hydrogenic atom in the ground state. When hydrogenic atoms are in excited states, they interact through the dipole potential, which decays as α/(2MR
where M is their reduced mass and α is the dipole moment. The corresponding channels are described by the dipole states [22] which take account of the Stark effect of the hydrogenic atom in excited states. An infinite series of resonances appears below the threshold when α < −1/4. We show the values of α (< −1/4) for the dipole states corresponding to the μ − + (Hp − ) n=2-4 thresholds in Table 1 .
The resonance parameters are derived by fitting the eigenphase sum to the BreitWigner formula [24] with a linear background. In Table 2 , we show the lowermost resonances associated with the μ − + (Hp − ) n=2-4 thresholds for partial-waves J. As the reduced mass of (Hp − ) increases, |α| in Table 1 The existence of bound states is more probable for a system of heavier reduced mass, which explains the present result.
Summary
We [25, 26] . The population of (pp − ) after the collision is a useful parameter for subsequent experiments. Recently, the state-specified formation cross section was calculated with nonperturbative quantal calculations by Tong et al. [27, 28] . They found that the formed protonium atoms tend to be distributed in higher angular momentum and higher principle quantum number states as the collision energy increases. These trends are also seen in the present system. It would be worthwhile to calculate the state-specified formation for the p − + H(1s) collision by different methods to verify the accuracy of the calculations. The cross sections obtained in the present work are available as a comparison for such methods. 
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